Wind Vests/ Jackets
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Standard Wind Vest
Description
When the climate is at its worst, the Seight Standard Wind Vest is at its best. They
are made from wind and water resistant polyester fabrics to enhance comfort and
performance when you are riding. The vest is lightweight and breathable for an
outstanding cycling experience, and has a mesh that regulates temperature for
maximum comfort.
These vests are amazingly packable, so they can be easily scrunched into the rear
pockets when the sun peaks out again. Its graphics are sublimated for high quality
prints and keep the fabric breathable. They really come in handy during those
freakish weather condition which always seem to change from sunshine to rain
when you least expect it.
Features
- Windproof and water resistant fabric, very lightweight
- 80 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 40+ super lightweight, windproof and
waterproof fabric for main body
- 120 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 40+ super lightweight, quick-dry fabric for
back panel and rear pockets
- Warmer fabric on back for temperature regulation
- Invisible YKK elite full-length zipper with circle puller
- 3 reinforced and well-designed rear pockets
- Reflective tag on rear pocket
- Elastic waistband
- Standard and double-needle stitching
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas such as bottom of zip and pockets
- Available in both Men's and Women's (Race and Club cuts)
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Elite Pro Wind Vest
Description
Specifically designed to provide optimal wind and water
resistance, the Seight Elite Pro Wind Vest uses a multi-panel shield
which protects you from wind and rain while providing excellent
moisture wicking for breathability and comfort.

It comes standard with a full length zipper for regulating air flow
when you're riding, and also has an elastic waistband that holds
the edge of your jersey from rising above your waist. For those who
like to carry multiple items, its 3 pockets will allow you to hold all
your cycling accessories.
Features
- High-wicking, stretchable and breathable Italian made fabrics
- Windproof and water resistant fabric, very lightweight
- 130 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+ windproof and
waterproof fabric for front and side panels
- 120 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 25+ super lightweight and
quick dry fabric for back panel and rear pockets
- Warmer fabric on back for temperature regulation
- Invisible YKK elite full-length zipper with circle puller
- 3 reinforced and well-designed rear pockets
- Reflective tag on rear pocket
- Elastic waistband
- Standard and double-needle stitching
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas such as bottom of zip and
pockets
- Available in both Men's and Women's (Race and Club cuts)
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Elite Pro Rain Jacket
Description
Made with lightweight, waterproof and highly breathable fabric, to keep you
protected from the elements, the Seight Elite Pro Rain Jacket is ideal for training or
recreational riding.
This jacket is designed to fight wind, chilly air, and water when pedalling. It has
optional rear pockets to provide easy access to your riding accessories, and has a
perfect contour to improve mobility in all cycling positions. This jacket is also made
with a elastic sleeve cuffs and waistband, so it won't ride up your body whilst
cycling.
Features
- Windproof and water resistant fabric, very lightweight
- 130 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+, windproof and waterproof fabric
- Invisible KDD full-length waterproof zipper with black metal puller
- 3 reinforced and well-designed rear pockets
- Cuffs are with Elastic and Velcro Patch
- Hem is half elastic at the sides
- Reflective tag on rear pocket
- Standard and double-needle stitching
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas such as bottom of zip and pockets
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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Elite Pro Thermal Jacket
Description
For ultimate wet- and cold-weather protection in the worst conditions, the Seight
Elite Pro Thermal Jacket is at the top of the game. Made with thermal fleece and
windproof fabrics from Italy, this jacket is water and wind resistant to keep you
warm and provide moisture wicking for a warm and dry body. It is stitched using a
cover stitch technique for durable and elegant seams.
The jacket is equipped with a full windproof zipper for protection against the cold
weather, while providing efficient air ventilation. It features an elastic gripper in
front hem and silicon waistband around the side and back to prevent your jacket
from flying up when cycling. It has 3 optional spacious rear pockets with one extra
zippered pocket to stash your riding gear. Seight Elite Pro Thermal Jacket has all it
takes to beat the cold weather.
Features
- Windproof and water resistant Italian made fabric
- 245 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+, Fleeced, Thermal, LYCRA Compression
Technology breathable fabric for under arm panels
- 300 GSM Ultraviolet Protection Factor 50+, Fleeced, Thermal, Windproof and
Waterproof fabric for other panels
- YKK BIG full length TWO-WAY zipper, invisible, with BIG circle puller
- 3 reinforced and well-designed rear pockets with one zippered pocket
- Reflective tag on rear pocket
- Elastic sleeve cuffs
- Silicon gripper on side/back panel hem
- Standard and double-needle stitching
- Reinforced stitching on pressure areas such as bottom of zip and pockets
- Available in both Men's and Women's
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